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Molecular Dynamics of Trace Amine Transport through Neuronal
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The trace amines are a family of endogenous compounds, synthesized in neu-
rons, for whom a family of receptor proteins has been identified. Unlike neuro-
transmitter receptors, trace amine receptors do not appear to be expressed at the
plasma membrane of cells, rather remaining in the cytosol. This requires trace
amines readily cross the lipid bilayer in order to interact with the receptor and
effect signal tranduction. It has previously been assumed that this occurs via
passive diffusion. However, the unknown rate of passive diffusion in allowing
trace amines to cross the synaptic cleft has hindered the progress of recent stud-
ies attempting to determine their physiological role (M.D. Berry, J. Neurochem,
90, 257-271, (2004), A. G. Ianculescu et al, Endocrinology, 150, 1991 (2009)).
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been carried out to determine the
position dependent diffusion constant, D(z),and the Potential of Mean Force
(PMF) of several trace amines both inside and outside the membrane. From
this data, the trace amine flux through the membrane can be calculated. Using
specialized free energy simulation techniques, MD trajectories have been gen-
erated and analyzed to determine the mean force exerted on the trace amines, 2-
phenylethylamine (2PE), its protonated form, 2PEþ and on 3-iodothyrono-
mine, at distances ranging from 20 angstrom right to the middle of a symmetric
sphingomyelin membrane. Preliminary results indicate a potential barrier ~13
Kcal/mol for 2PEþ and ~20Kcal/mol for 2PE. These relatively high potential
barriers are consistent with a very low transmembrane flux due to passive dif-
fusion. The contribution this information makes to the question of yet-undis-
covered transporters for trace amines is discussed in the conclusions.
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Photosensitized damage to liposome membranes was studied by using different
dye-leakage assays based on fluorescence dequenching of a series of dyes upon
their release from liposomes. Irradiation of liposomes with red light in the pres-
ence of a photosensitizer, trisulfonated aluminum phthalocyanine (AlPcS3), re-
sulted in the pronounced leakage of carboxyfluorescein, but rather weak leak-
age of sulforhodamin B and almost negligible leakage of calcein from the
corresponding dye-loaded liposomes. The photosensitized liposome permeabi-
lization was apparently associated with oxidation of lipid double bonds by sin-
glet oxygen as evidenced by the requirement of unsaturated lipids in the mem-
brane composition for the photosensitized liposome leakage to occur and the
sensitivity of the latter to sodium azide. The fluorescence correlation spectros-
copy measurements revealed marked permeability of photodynamically in-
duced pores in liposome membranes for such photosensitizers as AlPcS3 and
AlPcS4. It was proposed that the difference in permeability of these pores to
carboxyfluorescein and calcein was associated with size restriction. Verifica-
tion of this hypothesis by studying the effect of PEGs of different molecular
weights is under way.
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Many physiological and pharmacological agents act by occluding the conduc-
tion pore of ion channels. A hallmark of charged blockers is that their appar-
ent affinity for the pore usually varies significantly with membrane voltage.
Two models have been proposed to explain voltage dependence of channel
block. One model - prevalent during the past three decades - assumes that
the charged blocker itself directly senses the transmembrane electric field,
i.e., that blocker binding is intrinsically voltage dependent. In the alternative
model, the blocker does not directly interact with the electric field; instead,
blocker binding acquires apparent voltage dependence solely through the con-
current movement of permeant ions across the field. Although less frequently
invoked, this latter model may better explain voltage dependence of channel
block by large organic compounds that are too bulky to fit into the narrow part
of the pore where the electric field is steep. To date no systematic investiga-
tion has been carried out to distinguish between these voltage-dependent
mechanisms of channel block. When the voltage dependence of block by or-
ganic compounds is believed to be extrinsic, it has never been demonstratedthat the block can be rendered voltage independent - the most fundamental
characteristic of the extrinsic mechanism. In the present study we find that
a retinal cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) channel can be blocked via either
mechanism, depending on the nature of the blocker. With this channel as
a model, we systematically examine both intrinsic and extrinsic types of volt-
age dependence of channel block, and illustrate their electrophysiological
hallmarks and analytical characteristics.
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The problem of calculating the current and access resistance in open ion chan-
nels is considered. A self-consistent analytic solution is introduced for an ar-
bitrary number of species within the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equations
formalism. The model considered is a cylindrical channel of radius a in the
protein which allows ions to cross a membrane that is bathed by two solutions
of different concentration on its left and right-hand sides. Electro-diffusion in
this system is described by the Poisson equation combined with the continuity
equations for the mobile ions. The PNP equations are solved in the bulk in the
Boltzmann approximation in 3D, assuming spherical symmetry, and in the
pore in a 1D approximation. The boundary conditions (BCs) for the potential
and concentration are set at infinity. The internal BCs for the current and the
gradient of the potential are set at the surfaces of two hemispheres of radius a.
The two solutions are matched together at the internal BCs using an iterative
procedure in a self-consistent way. The method allows for calculation of the
currents for an arbitrary number of ions species that have different diffusion
constants in the channel and in the bulk. The sizes of the ions are taken into
account by introducing a ‘‘filling factor’’ as an additional fitting parameter.
The method is applied to model experimental I-V characteristics of the Gram-
icidin A channel for various concentrations, yielding qualitative good agree-
ment.
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How open ion channels are able to conduct ions with a throughput comparable
to free diffusion, and yet remain highly selective, is an unresolved scientific co-
nundrum of long standing. To shed new light on this problem, the effect of
charge fluctuations on the conduction of open ion channels is investigated the-
oretically. The model considered is a cylindrical channel across the membrane
bathed by two solutions of different concentration. The charge fluctuations at
the channel mouth are analyzed using Brownian Dynamics simulations and
shown to have the form of trichotomous noise on the timescale of nanoseconds.
The channel potential with a local minimum at the selectivity site due to the
fixed wall charge is calculated by solution of the 3D Poisson equation for
two configurations, with one ion moving along the channel axis in the presence
or absence of the fluctuating charge at the channel mouth. It is shown that nar-
row channels act as electrostatic amplifiers of the modulation of the potential
barriers at the selectivity site, due to charge fluctuations at the channel mouths.
This modulation at the selectivity site was largely neglected in earlier research.
It results in a leading order contribution to the transition rates of open ion chan-
nels. The proposed model of ion permeation takes into account the dynamical
effect of the charge fluctuations through the resultant shot noise, which flips the
electrostatic potential at the selectivity site, causing it to fluctuate between three
values at a rate corresponding to the random arrivals of ions at the channel
mouth. The model is applied to calculation of the current-voltage characteris-
tics of Gramicidin A channel for different concentrations and is shown to be in
good agreement with experimental results, including the effect of current satu-
ration at high concentrations.
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Ion transport processes through protein channels is an essential component of
cellular function. One especially interesting example is the ClC-ec1 antiporter,
which transports proton (Hþ) and chloride ions (Cl-) in opposite directions with
a stoichiometric ratio of 1:2. In this work, the multistate empirical valence bond
(MS-EVB) molecular dynamics method has been applied to simulate the ex-
plicit translocation of a Grotthuss shuttling excess proton from the intracellular
residue Glu203 to the extracellular residue Glu148 through a transient water
chain inside the channel. The minimum energy proton transport pathway was
first identified using the string method and the free energy profile, i.e., the
